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The West Indian manatee. The Florida panther. The bald eagle. The green, loggerhead and 
Ridley sea turtles. These are animals people associate with this state, part of our Florida heritage.  

Yet each one has been the subject of legal challenge -- either for the safeguards put in place to protect them 
or for their protected status itself. If a group of lawyers and lawmakers get their way, those challenges will 
stand a better chance of success -- and these iconic creatures will move closer to extinction.  

The Pacific Legal Foundation of California, known for endangered-species litigation, filed suit in Florida last 
week. Among other issues, the group claimed the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service isn't conducting required 
five-year reviews to determine whether federally protected animals like the manatee have "recovered" to the 
point where the protection can be lessened.  

In many cases, a five-year review doesn't seem necessary. The Florida panther still teeters on the brink of 
extinction. Habitat favored by bald eagles goes under the bulldozer every day in Florida -- the same with 
endangered scrub jays and red-cockaded woodpeckers. With no place to live, these birds might soon 
disappear from Florida skies.  

The firm's apparent goal is to tie up U.S. Fish and Wildlife resources so that less time is spent actually 
protecting endangered species.  

It gets worse. U.S. Rep. Richard Pombo, R-Calif., wants to strip down the Endangered Species Act, making 
it easier to erase endangered-species habitat. Pombo's looking in the wrong direction -- endangered species 
don't get enough protection now. A review by the National Wildlife Federation (a relatively moderate 
preservation group) found the Fish and Wildlife Service routinely overrode reports from its own biologists, 
reducing habitat protection. If anything, lawmakers should be asking why the agency doesn't do more to 
protect disappearing species.  

The proposed legislation has a high-minded title -- the Threatened and Endangered Species Recovery Act. 
But a close reading shows who really benefits. Under the bill, landowners prohibited from business activities 
by the presence of endangered species would be compensated by the government for any losses -- 
including nebulous loss-of-business claims. Companies would be rewarded for purchasing environmentally 
sensitive habitat and then claiming ongoing losses.  

Because the bill requires "any" reduction in value to be fully compensated by the government, it would result 
in a massive payday to large corporations holding land. The same compensation provisions would apply to 
companies barred from polluting endangered-species habitat -- even if they didn't own the land they fouled.  

The mounting costs would quickly make endangered-species protection too expensive for the national 
coffer. That, it seems, is the goal of the lawmakers who voted for Pombo's misnamed bill.  

In Florida, where development pressures threaten to smother the natural beauty that drew so many to this 
state in the first place, stripping protection from endangered species could drive them into extinction within a 
few decades. It's a bleak prospect -- which is why Pombo's bill should never pass.  


